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Abstract 

Miniaturization in electronics has motivated the development of molecular devices. Molecular 

devices can be defined as a technology utilizing the properties of matter at molecular scales to 

explore electronic functions and can involve a single molecule or small groups of molecules in 

device-based fabrication for electronic applications.  

This report focuses on the modeling of electronic transport in molecular-scale devices. 

Quantum mechanical models for coherent transport and non-coherent are first presented. 

Coherent transport does not take phase-breaking processes and heat dissipation into 

consideration, while non-coherent transport takes both of these non-ideal effects into 

consideration. As a result, the model for non-coherent transport is more complex than the model 

for coherent transport.  Examples based on these models are also given. Finally, the model for 

coherent transport is applied to molecular-scale devices with different potential barriers, and the 

transmission functions and current-voltage (I-V) characteristics are plotted and compared. 
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Chapter 1                                                                               

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

During the last few decades, the miniaturization trend has motivated the development of 

electronic devices [1,2]. Consistent with Moore’s law [3,4], the reduction of the components' size 

and the distance between them has enabled a dramatic density increase in these devices. As 

shown in Fig. 1.1, the number of transistors on a single chip is increasing at an exponential rate 

[5]. In addition to being more compact, this incredible ‘scaling’ of electronic devices has 

enormously decreased the cost and power dissipation and largely increased the reliability and the 

speed of operation [6]. 

 
Fig. 1.1 The number of transistor per chip increases at an exponential rate with time. 

 
However, in regard to conventional semiconductor technology, miniaturization down to the 

nanoscale is constrained by the wavelength of light, quantum fluctuation and other intrinsic 

restrictions associated with silicon-based elements [5,7,8]. Thus the development of alternative 
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materials and new device technologies has been sought. Often, molecular electronics is 

envisioned as a promising choice which provides vast opportunities for progress in electronic 

device miniaturization [5-9]  

 
1.2  Definition of Molecular Electronics 

In order to reduce the size of current electronic devices, new materials could be built based on 

their inherent molecular configuration which will exhibit desired electronic property. By making 

correlations between a material’s electronic and the physical, chemical properties, it is possible 

to create a material with a fixed electronic characteristic. The process of using the inherent 

molecular configuration to create material with predefined electronic functions is called 

molecular engineering. Thus, molecular electronics can be defined as a technology utilizing the 

properties of matter at molecular gradation to explore electronic functions. This involves a single 

molecule or small groups of molecules in device-based fabrication for electronic applications, 

such as rectifiers, wires, transistors, switches and memory devices [7-11]. 

 
1.3  Background and Development 

The invention of transistors and integrated circuits started a wave of revolution in the field of 

electronics in the 1950’s, and it has become increasingly difficult to miniaturize the existing 

electronic components. Arthur von Hippel, a physicist from MIT proposed a bottom-up approach 

which he later defined as “molecular engineering”. This was probably the first time that the 

concept molecular electronics was brought up, but what made this new technology domain 

widely known is the extraordinary speech, “There is Plenty of Room at the Bottom”, from the 

famous physicist, Richard Feynman in 1959. In his talk, He suggested the utilization of 

molecular level phenomena and the construction of micro devices using atomic primitives [12]. 
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The scientific field of the molecular electronics as we know it today arose at the end of 1960’s 

and the start of 1970’s. At that time, many experiments were conducted to test the electron 

transfer through molecular monolayer. One of the more important experiments conducted by 

Hans Kuhn is the fabrication and electrical conductivity measurement of Langmuir-Blodgett 

films. Another experiment carried out by Ari Aviram and Mark Ratner is to investigate the 

phenomena of charge transfer through single organic molecules. In 1974, they proposed the idea 

of single molecular rectifier, and this is considered by many to be the first starting point of 

molecular electronics in the field of modern science [13]. 

The Aviram-Ratner’s unimolecular rectification concept pave the way for other scientists to 

further explore the idea of molecular electronics. One of these scientists whose name is Forrest 

Carter proposed ideas such as molecular computing. Although most of Carter’s works were no 

supported by real experiments, he was able to form a molecular electronics community, and 

organized series conferences that were attended by many notable individuals in the field of 

molecular electronics. One of the most important milestones in the history of molecular 

electronics was the invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) in 1981 [14]. The 

STM provided the scientists with a realistic way to study molecules’ electronic transport 

properties. Another important milestone in the nanoscience community was the introduction of 

the metallic atomic-sized contacts and mechanically controllable break-junction (MCBJ) 

technique in the early 1990’s [15]. The importance of atomic-sized contacts and MCBJ technique 

could be seen in three places. Firstly, the fabrication of nanowire could be realized. Secondly, 

they provide the technique to contact each individual molecule in the range of a few nanometers. 

Finally, they could be utilized to realize the electrical properties of circuits on the molecular level. 

Meanwhile, another goal is to confirm Aviram-Ratner’s concepts on the topic of unimolecular 
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rectification. In 1997, Robert Metzger’s group used both macroscopic and nanoscopic 

conductivity measurements to confirm these ideas [16].   

Using the MCBJ technique to make contact between benzenedithiol molecules and gold 

electrodes, the first transport experiment in single-molecule junctions was conducted by Mark 

Reed’s team and James Tour’s team in 1997. The significance of this experiment is that it made 

the way for the others to follow. In the late 1990’s, many experiments were carried out to show 

that molecules can mimic the properties of microelectronics. A technique called nanopore is used 

to form metal-self-assembled monolayer-metal heterojunction, and to show organic based 

junction’s rectifying behaviour. In another experiment, it was shown that junctions made of 

rotaxanes and catenanes could perform like reconfigurable switches. In the early 2000’s, 

electromigration technique was developed to make single-molecule junctions to mimic the 

behaviour of transistor. With the foundation of molecular devices laid, the new challenge is to 

link molecular devices with each other or with external system. In recent year, a lot of efforts had 

been devoted into nanoscale circuits such as molecular memories. With contributions from all 

around the world, the field of electronic devices is becoming increasingly important. Although 

there are still many difficulties and challenges lie ahead, the continuing effort in the field of 

molecular device will lead to new and exciting technological applications [12]. 

 
1.4  Fabrication and Measurement 

1.4.1 Single Molecules 

One of the most widely used techniques for fabrication of single-molecule electronic devices 

is the use Mechanically Controllable Break Junctions (MCBJ). This technique is first realized by 

C. Muller and his coworkers [15, 17]. Fig. 1.2 shows a notched-wire is placed on top of an 

insulating polymer or oxide layer with a gap etched in the center. The insulating layer is 
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positioned on top of a bendable substrate which is made of highly elastic metal such as spring 

steel or bronze. Finally, the substrate is mounted onto a three-point bending mechanism that is 

consisted of a piezo pushing rod and two counter-supports. The substrate is bent by pushing the 

rod upwards. Subsequently the gold wire on top of the substrate is elongated until breakage. The 

elongation of the wire can be controlled by pushing or pulling the piezo rod [18, 19]. For the 

reason that the piezo rod can move upward or downward freely, the contact size can be adjusted 

without polluting the junction [20]. 

 
Fig. 1.2 Working principle of the mechanically controllable break junctions with a liquid cell, the 
metal wire, the elastic substrate, the pushing rod and the counter supports and an SEM image of 
a metal junction fabricated by Au on a polymer insulating layer. Adapted from [18] 
 

Another popular technique to make single-molecule electronic device is electromigrated break 

junctions (EBJs). This method is first developed by Park in 1999 [21]. Using the EBJs technique, 

the metal atoms are moved due to high electrical current densities until the wire breaks as shown 

in Fig. 1.3. There are two main forces that cause the metal atoms to move. The first one is the 

electric field, and the second one is the momentum transfer of the conduction electrons onto the 

ions. The total force acting on the metal atoms have to overcome the binding forces of the ions in 

order to diffuse the wire. Once the wire is broken into two fresh electrodes, there are two 

methods to deposit the molecules into the gap between the broken electrodes. The first method is 

to first break the wire and then deposit the molecules onto the two electrodes. The other method 

is to deposit the molecule onto the electrode before the electromigration process. Comparing to 
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MCBJs technique, the EBJs technique is a single-shot experiment. After the wire is burned into 

two electrodes, the gap cannot be closed again; therefore, the EBJs technique must be carried out 

carefully. On the upside, EBJs technique is better suited for making three-terminal devices, 

because a gate electrode can be fabricated onto the substrate before the breaking process taken 

place [22-25].  

 
Fig. 1.3 The metallic electrodes microfabricated by electromigrated break junction technique and 
electron beam lithography. Adapted from [25]. 
 

1.4.2 Molecular Monolayers 

Self-assembled monolayers (SAM) can be created through the process of molecular 

assemblies, which spontaneously formed when the surface is immersed into a solution of 

surfactant. The molecules formed on the surfaces are organized into ordered large domains [26]. 

SAM can be placed in a nanopore structure which is sandwiched between two metallic electrodes. 

Fig. 1.4 shows a fundamental and stable device structure [27]. This device fabrication technique 

starts with the Si3N4 film deposited on both sides of a silicon wafer to form suspended isolating 

membranes. Subsequently, a nanopore with tens of nanometers in diameter is created using the e-

http://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.0.4311&q=%E5%9F%BA%E7%A1%80%E7%9A%84
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beam lithography and reactive ion etching. And then a 150nm Au is evaporated onto the top of 

the Si3N4 film and the first metallic electrode is formed. In the next step, a SAM is deposited on 

this electrode in nanopore by immersing the device in a molecular solution. When thermally 

evaporating the gold contact onto the bottom SAM, it is crucial to avoid thermal damage to the 

SAM due to the Au atoms punching through. Therefore, liquid nitrogen is used during the 

cooling stage to control the kinetic energy of the evaporated metal atoms. As a result, the rate of 

Au evaporation is kept very low. 

 
Fig. 1.4 An example of SAMs sandwiched between two metallic electrodes in a nanopore. 
Adapted from [27]. 
 

A conducting interlayer junction technique can be introduced to overcome the low yield 

problem of SAM devices. As shown in Fig. 1.5, the processing of the metal-SAM-metal structure 

device inserted with a conducting polymer based interlayer is depicted [28]. At first a gold 

contact is vapor-deposited on the bottom of a silicon wafer. In the next step, a photoresist layer is 

spin-coated on the Si wafer, and holes of diameter 10–100 mm are produced by standard 

http://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.0.4311&q=%E6%8E%A5%E4%B8%8B%E6%9D%A5
http://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.0.4311&q=%E6%8E%A5%E4%B8%8B%E6%9D%A5
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photolithography. After submerging this substrate in a freshly prepared molecular solution for at 

least 36 hours, the monolayer is self-assembled on the bottom electrode. Then a commercially 

available, highly doped, conductive polymer layer, PEDOT:PSS is spin-coated on top of the 

SAM. This PEDOT:PSS layer can help to reduce the probability of the short circuit triggered by 

the subsequent vapor-deposition of the top Au electrode. Finally the exposed PEDOT:PSS layer 

is removed by using reactive ion etching while the top electrode acts as a self-aligned etching 

mask during the removal. The yield of this functional molecular junction is over 95%. 

 
Fig. 1.5 Processing procedures of a polymer based junction. Adapted from [28]. 

 

1.4.3 Scanning Tunnelling Microscope and Atomic Force Microscope 

Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) and Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) are versatile 

tools to assemble and measure the desired molecular devices.  

With STM, one can hold an atomically sharp Pt/It or W tip at a close distance from an 

atomically flat conducting substrate (like graphite, Au(111) on mica, MoS2, silicon, etc.) or a 
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counter electrode (normally a metallic surface), as illustrated in Fig. 1.6 [14, 29]. When the tip is 

brought very close to the substrate, a voltage difference is applied between the tip and the 

substrate which allows electrons to tunnel from one to another. From this tunneling current, the 

tip position and the local density states of the sample (LDOS) can be determined. One can also 

position the tip around the surface at a precision of 0.1 nm in x and y direction, and 0.01 nm in z 

direction [7]. One advantage of the STM is that it can be used in various medium such as air, 

water and gas ambient. On the other hand, one drawback of the STM is its susceptibility to the 

external environment such as temperature or magnetic fields [11].  

 
Fig. 1.6 The schematic view of a scanning tunneling microscope. Adapted from [11]. 

 
AFM is another scanning probe technique that complements STM in many aspects [30]. As 

seen in Fig. 1.7, the AFM has a cantilever with a sharp tip at its end. When the cantilever is 

brought close to the sample surface, it will be deflected according to the Hooke’s law. The 

deflection is then measured using a laser and a photodiode. One advantage of the AFM over the 
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STM is its ability to work on insulating substrates. AFM can also be used in two different ways 

to fabricate and characterize atomic-size contacts. The first one is to measure the force required 

to form or break a contact. The other one is to cover the tip with metal which make the AFM 

conductive. As a result, both the current and the force can be measured [11].  

 
Fig. 1.7 Descriptions of working principles of an atomic force microscope. Adapted from [11]. 
 

An example of how can STM and AFM be applied to molecular systems is their ability to plot 

I-V curves of molecular devices. To plot the I-V characteristic of a molecular device, the tip of an 

STM is brought into contact with a molecule on a surface and tunneling current is measured 

versus voltage. A similar technique is applied to a conducting AFM tip as well in order to 

maintain constant force between the tip and sample.  

 
1.5  Electronic Transport Theory in Molecular Devices 

Electron transfer (ET) in molecular system is the transport of one (or more) electron from the 

donor site to the acceptor site. In order to sustain the ET process, a continuous electrical flux 

must be maintained. This phenomenon can be best described by the Büttiker-Landauer picture 

where a molecule is placed between two electrodes working as source and sink for the electrons 
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[31, 32]. The driving force for the electrical flux comes from the potential difference between the 

two electrodes. Once a molecule is connected in between two metal electrodes, some charge 

rearrangement and charge flow will begin to take place [33, 34]. The Fermi level of the 

electrodes is within the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)-lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO) gap of the molecule. If the Fermi level does not lie within HOMO-

LUMO gap, the charge would continue to flow until the Fermi level is in between the HOMO-

LUMO gap [33]. There are many ways to model the transport of electrons through a molecule. 

The simplest method is to treat it as a transmission problem where an electron has a probability 

T(E) of passing through the molecule to the drain. Using the Landauer formula, the transmitted 

current can be calculated using the following formula [1, 32]: 

 
𝐼(𝑉) =

2𝑒
ℎ
� 𝑑𝐸𝑇(𝐸)�

1

exp �𝐸 − 𝜇𝑠
𝑘𝑇 � + 1

−
1

exp �𝐸 − 𝜇𝑑
𝑘𝑇 � + 1

�
∞

−∞
 

 

(1.1) 

 

where 𝜇𝑠 and 𝜇𝑑 are the chemical potentials for the source and rain, respectively. 𝜇𝑠 is defined as  

Ef + eV/2 and 𝜇𝑑 is defined as Ef − eV/2, where V is the source-drain bias voltage.  

Next, the principal methods, transfer matrix and Green’s function (GF) techniques, used to 

formulate electron transport based on local orbital sets will be discussed. 

 
1.5.1 Formulation of Local Orbital Sets  

The tight binding (TB) method can be used to calculate the electronic band structure of a 

crystal, and it has been used to predict optical and electronic properties of nanostructure [35]. 

In quantum mechanics, a single particle moving in an electric field can be described by the non-

relativistic Schrodinger equation: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_mechanics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_field
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 𝑖ℏ 𝜕
𝜕𝑡
Ψ(𝑟, 𝑡) = �−ℏ

2

2𝜇
∇2 + 𝑉(𝑟, 𝑡)�Ψ(𝑟, 𝑡)  

 

(1.2) 

 

where μ is the particle's reduced mass, V is its potential energy, 𝛻2 is the Laplacian (a differential 

operator), and Ψ is the wave function. Reduced mass is the “effective” mass that appears in a 

two-body system, and it is given by: 

 𝜇 = 𝑚1𝑚2
𝑚1+𝑚2

  

 

(1.3) 

 

In TB method, the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of a basis set of atomic-like orbitals. A 

wave function can be represented as sum of valence orbitals in a unit cell, and it is a solution to 

the time-independent single electron Schrodinger equation: 

 𝜓(𝑟) = ∑ 𝑏𝑚(𝑅𝑛)𝜑𝑚(𝑟 − 𝑅𝑛)𝑚,𝑅𝑛   

 

(1.4) 
 

where m is the atomic energy level, and 𝑅𝑛 is the position for an atom in a crystal lattice.  

There are two most important approaches formulated in terms of localized basis sets, 

empirical tight-binding (ETB) and ab initio methods. The ETB approaches are suitable to large 

system where the number atoms can range from several thousands to a million. The ab initio 

method can be applied to a system with up to a hundred atoms.  

Both the Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements within the ETB can be treated as 

parameters of well-established quantities such as the band structure or the total energy of 

material. These reference parameters can be obtained through either the first principle calculation 

or experimental data. The accuracy of ETB is highly dependent of the parameterization method; 

therefore, the transferability to different scale system is limited. Finding a reliable 

parameterization for the matrix element is the most important step in the ETB approach. The 

parameterization given by Jancu [36, 37] based on the nearest neighbour interaction gives very 

accurate results for C, Si, Ge, AlP, GaP, InP, AlAs, GaAs, InAs, AlSb, GaSb, InSb, GaN, AlN 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reduced_mass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potential_energy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laplacian
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and InN. The accuracy of the parameterization can be further improved if the second-nearest 

neighbor interaction is taken into consideration. The main disadvantage of the ETB approach is 

the large amount of parameters required for all the matrix elements.  

In order to overcome the limitations of the ETB, such as parameterization, transferability, 

distance dependence of matrix elements, etc., it would be better to calculate the matrix elements 

by first principles, starting from the knowledge of the localized orbitals and the Hamiltonian. The 

AB initio approach calculates the matrix elements using the first principles, which is based on 

the knowledge of the localized orbital. The ab initio method is derived from the Hartree-Fock 

(HF) formulation [38]. The HF formulation is used to determine the motion of electron in the 

field of atomic nuclei. The HF equations can be written as follows: 

 
𝐻1𝑢𝑖(𝑥1) + ���𝑢𝑘 ∗ (𝑥2)𝑢𝑘(𝑥2)�

𝑒2

4𝜋𝜖𝑜𝑟12
� 𝑑𝑥2

𝑛

𝑘=1

� 𝑢𝑖(𝑥1) 

−���𝑢𝑘 ∗ (𝑥2)𝑢𝑖(𝑥2)�
𝑒2

4𝜋𝜖𝑜𝑟12
� 𝑑𝑥2�

𝑛

𝑘=1

𝑢𝑘(𝑥1) 

 

(1.5) 

 

H1 is operator corresponding to the total energy of the electron 1; e2/4πε0r12 is the Coulomb 

potential energy interacting between electron 1 and electron 2; ui and uk are the one-electron 

wave functions with spin i and spin k, respectively. In the equation above, the first term is the 

one-electron core Hamiltonian, the second term is the Coulomb operator, and the last term is the 

exchange operator. The full HF equations are too complicated such that they have only been 

applied to simple cases. There are various methods to simplify the HF equations, so the ab initio 

method can be applied. 
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1.5.2 Transfer Matrix Method 

When modeling electron transport, one must take the electrodes and contacts into 

consideration. The general system of a device with two electrode contacts is shown in Fig. 1.8. 

The electrodes are represented by two semi-infinite leads that end at the device region. In a 

system where the electrons flow from one lead to the other lead through the device region, the 

system can be treated as an open boundary condition (BC) problem. A method to solving open 

BC problems is to introduce the concept of principal layer (PL) which is made up of sequence of 

atomic planes [39]. The interaction between PLs is nearest neighbors’ type, and it can be a unit 

cell of a semi-infinite contact. Using the TM defined as follows: 

 Γ𝑚 = �𝐻𝑚,𝑚+1
−1 �𝐻𝑚,𝑚 − 𝐸𝐼� 𝐻𝑚,𝑚+1

−1 𝐻𝑚,𝑚−1
𝐼 0

� (1.6) 

 

The Schrodinger equation can be expressed as 

 �𝐶𝑚+1
𝐶𝑚

� = Γ𝑚 �
𝐶𝑚
𝐶𝑚−1

� 

 

(1.7) 

 

The interaction between two neighbouring PLs is given by the Hamiltonian matrix, Hm,m+1, 

and the interaction within the PL is given by the Hamiltonian matrix Hm,m. Cms are the expansion 

coefficients. By applying the proper open BC condition, the transmission coefficient T can be 

calculated. From knowing the transmission coefficient T, it is possible to determine the total 

current through the PLs.  
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Fig. 1.8 A System with a device region connected to two metal contacts. 

 

1.5.3 Green’s Function Method 

A different approach to solving open BC problem is the Green’s function method [40]. First, 

the scattering state |𝜓1⟩ is defined as the quantum transport propagating from lead 1 to lead 2 

and vice versa for |𝜓2⟩. At the lead-device boundary, some of the wave scatter is transmitted, 

while the rest are reflected. The Hamiltonian of the entire system can be expressed as: 

 H = 𝐻𝐷 + 𝐻1 + 𝐻2 

 

(1.8) 
 

where H1 and H2 are the Hamiltonians in contact 1 and contact 2 respectively, and HD is the 

Hamiltonian in the device region. The scattering state |𝜓1⟩ can be defined in terms of the state of 

energy E1, |𝜙1⟩, which is confined in lead 1: 

 |𝜓1⟩ = |𝜙1⟩ + 𝐺𝑟𝑉|𝜙1⟩ (1.9) 

 

Scattering state |𝜓2⟩ can be defined in a similar fashion: 

 |𝜓2⟩ = |𝜙2⟩ + 𝐺𝑟𝑉|𝜙2⟩ (1.10) 
 

The Green’s function in the above equations can be expressed as: 

 𝐺𝐷𝑟 = [(𝐸 + 𝑖𝛿)𝑆𝐷 − 𝐻𝐷 − Σ𝑟]−1 

 

(1.11) 

 

where S is the overlap matrix, H is the Hamiltonian of the whole system and 𝛴𝑟 is the total self-

energy of the two contacts [36]. 
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1.6 Molecular Devices 

1.6.1 Molecular Rectifier 

Rectifier is an electrical device that allows current to flow only in one direction. The first idea 

of molecular rectifier is proposed by Aviram and Ratner. This molecular rectifier could be 

constructed with a D-σ-A molecule [13]. As shown in Fig. 1.9, D is a good one-electron donor, σ 

is a covalent sigma bridge, and A is a good one electron acceptor.  

 
Fig. 1.9 A chemical structure of a D-σ-A molecule rectifier. Adapted from [7].  

 
Under gentle bias, the D-σ-A molecule should easily transform the zwitterion into a D+-σ-

A- molecule. A conductance data is presented in Fig. 1.10. As revealed by this data, significant 

rectifying behavior is observed which is characterized by a more facile transfer of electrons from 

the bottom electrode through the film to the top electrode [16].  

 
Fig. 1.10 Conductivity R0(dI/dV) of a molecular rectifier. Adapted from [16]. 
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In a different experiment, Pomerantz used acidified highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) 

and bound it to base-substituted copper-phthalocyanine [41]. When comparing a clean HOPG to 

a HOPG with phthalocyanine bound, the first one exhibited a relatively symmetric I-V curve, 

while the later one shows a strong rectifying effect. Later, Ashwell observed rectifying effect on 

Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) film made from zwitteroic molecule C16H33-gQ3CNQ [42, 43]. In 

contrast to the σ bridge in D-σ-A molecule, this molecule has a π bridge in between the donor and 

the acceptor. The rectifying behaviour of asymmetrically substituted dicyano-tr i-tert-butyl-

phthalocyanine ((CN)2BuPc) is first discovered by Zhou [44]. In this molecular rectifier, the 

anode is the sliding tip of a STM, and the cathode is a conducting HOPG. 

 
1.6.2 Molecular Wire 

One of the most important components for molecular electronics is the molecular wire, 

because it provides the ability to connect molecules to one another or to another molecular 

system. From a series of experiments, it was shown that molecules had the capacity to carry 

current with high density [45-47].  To test the conductance of a molecule, the molecule is first 

connected to two gold electrodes. Next, the tip of STM is moved in and out of the gold contact to 

measure the I-V characteristic of the molecule. A plot showing the I-V curves for three different 

molecules are shown in Fig. 1.11.  

Molecular wire is the most basic circuit component, and it can be fabricated using 

hydrocarbons, porphyrin oligomers. The hydrocarbon molecular wire is made from a carbon 

chain that has alternating single and triple bonds [48]. A single chiral rhenium group is 

connected at the each end of the carbon chain. Up to 20 carbons atoms can be bond to form a 

single molecular wire. In another study, the porhyrins, a group of naturally occurring pigments, 

are found to have some electrical properties if they were to form conjugated oligomers [49]. The 
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advantage of using porphyrin oligomers as molecular wire is the large size of the monomer unit 

within the oligomers; therefore, the wire is easily large enough to span the gap between the 

circuit components [50, 51].  

 
Fig. 1.11 I-V curves for hexanedithiol (A), octanedithiol (B), and decanedithiol (C). Adapted 
from [46]. 
 

1.6.3 Molecular Transistor 

Another important circuit component is the transistor which is able to amplify signals to a 

referenced voltage at different stage of a logic circuit. A logical system without signal 

amplification would be susceptible to any noise arose from external environment, manufacturing 
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variation and aging of the system itself. Therefore, it is important to construct a three terminal 

device consisted of source, drain and gate on molecular level.  

The configuration of a molecular transistor is shown in Fig. 1.12, a single molecule is placed 

between the source and drain electrodes, and a bottom gate control electrode is connected to the 

molecule.  

 
Fig. 1.12 A schematic illustration of a molecular transistor. Adapted from [52]. 

 
The transport current of a molecular transistor can be directly controlled by modulating the 

molecular orbitals’ energy of a single molecule. The molecular transistor shown in Fig. 1.12 can 

be made using the electromigration technique by separating a continuous gold wire that is placed 
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on top of an oxidized aluminum gate electrode. Then a single or a few molecules are placed in 

the gap between the separated gold wires. One method of proving the electron transport 

properties in molecular transistors is the inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS). IETS 

measures the interaction between the tunneling electrons and the vibrational modes of the 

molecules. Each dithiol molecule has its own vibrational fingerprint. Fig. 1.13 shows IET spectra 

for an Au-ODT-Au junction. 

 
Fig. 1.13 Gated IET spectra and line-width broadening of a Au-ODT-Au junction. IET spectra 
measured at 4.2 K for different values of eVG,eff, with vibration modes assigned. Adapted from 
[22]. 
 

1.7 Report Outline 

The objectives of this report are to: 

1) implement a technique to model electron transport,  

2) apply electron transport models to different nanoscale molecular systems, 

3) discuss and compare the results obtained. 
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In Chapter 2, quantum mechanical models of electron transport based on Green’s functions 

are given in detail. First, the quantum mechanical model of coherent transport is presented. The 

molecular device is represented by a device sandwiched between two contacts. Each contact is 

described by their respective self-energy matrix, and the entire device region is represented by a 

Hamiltonian matrix. The Green’s function is employed to find the transmission through the 

device. Next, the mathematical equations for non-coherent transport are discussed. Non-coherent 

transport includes an additional contact‘s’, which is described by the terms Σs and Γs. Coherent 

transport with phase-breaking process, which is a simplified model of non-coherent transport, is 

also presented. Numerical examples for the different models of electron transport are given at the 

end of Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we apply the quantum mechanical model of coherent transport to 

different molecular-scale systems and examine the results. In the last chapter, the results and 

findings are summarized and future work and improvements are recommended. 
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Chapter 2                                                                                     

Electronic Transport Model 

2.1 Background and Theory 

A molecular device is usually consisted of two contacts and a channel in between. The large 

contact regions are labeled source and drain, and they can be viewed as electron reservoirs [40]. 

An externally applied potential lowers the energy level in the drain contact with respect to the 

source contact. The energy level at each contact is maintained at a distinct electrochemical 

potential (𝜇1 for the source contact and 𝜇2  for the drain contact). The two electrochemical 

potentials are separated by 𝑞𝑉𝐷 

 𝜇1 − 𝜇2 = 𝑞𝑉𝐷 (2.1) 
 

The flow of electron is caused by the difference in the electrochemical potential between the 

source and the drain. The two different electrochemical potentials result in two different Fermi 

functions 

 𝑓1(𝐸) ≡
1

1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝[(𝐸 − 𝜇1) 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄ ] = 𝑓0(𝐸 − 𝜇1) 

 

(2.2) 

 

 𝑓2(𝐸) ≡
1

1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝[(𝐸 − 𝜇2) 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄ ] = 𝑓0(𝐸 − 𝜇2) (2.3) 

 

Both the source and the drain want to maintain equilibrium with the channel. The source keep 

pumping electrons into the channel hoping to the bring the channel’s energy level up, while the 

drain keep pulling electrons out of the channel hoping to take the channel’s energy level down. 

As a result, equilibrium between two contacts can never be established. The channel is constantly 

trying to balance the energy level between the two reservoirs. This balancing act creates a 
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continuous transfer of electrons from the source to the drain. It should be noted that in order for 

the electron to flow, the energy level has to lie in between the two electrochemical potential. If 

the level is way below both electrochemical potentials 𝜇1 and 𝜇2 , then their Fermi functions 

𝑓1(𝐸) and 𝑓2(𝐸) equal to 1 and no electron can flow. On the other hand, a level way above 𝜇1 

and 𝜇2 will cause 𝑓1(𝐸) and 𝑓2(𝐸) equal to 0 and will not contribute to current flow. 

The purpose of this thesis is to establish a mathematical model of the electron transport in an 

arbitrary multi-level device. In a multi-level device, its energy level is described by the 

Hamiltonian matrix, [𝐻], and contact to channel couplings are described by the broadening 

matrices, �𝛤1,2� [53]. The broadening effect arises when the channel is coupled to a contact. 

Before the channel is coupled to the contacts, its density of states forms one sharp level in the 

channel. Once the channel is coupled to the contacts, the states will spread out in the channel. 

There are two methods of modeling electron transport in a device: coherent transport and non-

coherent transport. The quantum mechanical model for coherent transport can be used when the 

length of the channel is less than the phase-breaking mean free path of the electron wave. Mean 

free path is the average distance travelled by the electron between collisions. The collision 

changes the electron’s phase, or dissipates energy from the electron; therefore, non-coherent 

transport method is used when dissipative/phase-breaking processes are taken into consideration.  

 
2.2 Coherent Transport 

To establish a quantum mechanical model for coherent transport, Green’s function formalism 

is employed. First, a diagram of an arbitrary multi-level device that has different electrochemical 

potentials at each contact is shown in Fig. 2.1. The energy level in the device region is described 
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by the Hamiltonian matrix, [𝐻]. The contacts and their interaction with the channel can be 

described by the self-energy matrices [𝛴1] and [𝛴2] [48]. 

µ1

µ2

[Σ1] [Σ2]

[H]

Trace [Γ1A]f1/2π Trace [Γ2A]f2/2π

Trace [Γ1Gn]/2π Trace [Γ2Gn]/2π

Source Drain

I I

V

 
Fig. 2.1 Inflow and outflow diagram for an arbitrary multi-level device. 

 
To find the Hamiltonian matrix, Schrodinger equation has to be solved numerically. 

Numerical method converts partial differential equation into a matrix equation: 

 
iℏ
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
Ψ(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝐻𝑜𝑝Ψ(𝑟, 𝑡) 

 

(2.4) 

 

 
iℏ
𝑑
𝑑𝑡

{𝜓(𝑡)} = [𝐻]{𝜓(𝑡)} 
(2.5) 

 

The elements of the Hamiltonian matrix are given by 

 𝐻𝑛,𝑚 = [𝑈𝑛 + 2𝑡0]𝛿𝑛,𝑚 − 𝑡0𝛿𝑛,𝑚+1 − 𝑡0𝛿𝑛,𝑚−1 

 

(2.6) 
 

where 𝑡0 ≡ ℏ2 2𝑚𝑎2⁄  and 𝑈𝑛 is the potential barrier across the channel. 
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The matrix representation of [𝐻] is given by 

 

H=

1 2 … 𝑁 − 1 𝑁
1 2𝑡0 + 𝑈1 −𝑡0 0 0
2 −𝑡0 2𝑡0 + 𝑈2 0 0
… … … …

𝑁 − 1 0 0 2𝑡0 + 𝑈𝑁−1 −𝑡0
𝑁 0 0 −𝑡0 2𝑡0 + 𝑈𝑁

 

 

(2.7) 

 

The self-energy matrices [𝛴1] and [𝛴2] represent the effects of the two contacts. Each of them 

only has one non-zero element. [𝛴1]’s non-zero element is at where the channel is connected to 

the source: 

 Σ1(1,1) = −𝑡0𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑘1𝑎) (2.8) 
 

 [𝛴2]’s non-zero element is at where the channel is connected to the drain: 

 Σ2(𝑁,𝑁) = −𝑡0𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑘2𝑎) (2.9) 
 

In general, the k-values are different at the two ends of the channel even though the energy 

level E is the same everywhere. This is due to the fact that the potential energy U is different: 

 E = 𝐸𝑐 + 𝑈1 + 2𝑡0 cos𝑘1𝑎 = 𝐸𝑐 + 𝑈𝑁 + 2𝑡0 cos 𝑘2𝑎 

 

(2.10) 

 

The k-values can be solved by following the above equation. 

When there is a flow of electrons from the source to the drain, the channel is under non-

equilibrium. As a result, the Fermi functions 𝑓1 at the source and 𝑓2 at the drain are different. The 

non-equilibrium electron density matrix [𝐺𝑛] can be represented as: 

 [𝐺𝑛] = [𝐴1]𝑓1 + [𝐴2]𝑓2 

 

(2.11) 
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where [𝐴1] is the density of state matrix at the source, and [𝐴2] is the density of state matrix at 

the drain. The density of state matrices can be solved by: 

 𝐴1 = 𝐺Γ1𝐺+ and 𝐴2 = 𝐺Γ2𝐺+ 

 

(2.12) 
 

where 

 𝛤1,2 = 𝑖�𝛴1,2 − 𝛴1,2
+ � 

 

(2.13) 
 

 𝐺 = [𝐸𝐼 − 𝐻 − Σ1 − Σ2]−1 

 

(2.14) 
 

[𝛤1] and [𝛤2] are the broadening matrices, and G is the Green’s function. 

The transmission function at the source and the drain terminals are expected to the equal and 

opposite. Therefore, the transmission functions at the two terminals are: 

 𝑇�(𝐸) ≡ 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒[Γ1𝐴2] = 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒[Γ2𝐴1] = 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒[Γ1𝐺Γ2𝐺+]

= 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒[Γ2𝐺Γ1𝐺+] 

 

(2.15) 

 

With the transmission functions know, the equation for the current is given by: 

 
𝐼 = (𝑞 ℎ⁄ ) � 𝑑𝐸𝑇�(𝐸)

+∞

−∞

[𝑓1(𝐸) − 𝑓2(𝐸)] 

 

(2.16) 

 

2.3 Non-coherent Transport 

In the last section, coherent transport is discussed. In coherent transport, the background is 

considered rigid and electrons are bounced off elastically. In non-coherent transport, dissipative 

and phase-breaking processes are introduced to the device region. Phase-breaking processes 

occur when one electron interacts with the surrounding phonon, photons, and other electrons. It 

can be viewed as coupling of the channel with {𝑁𝜔}  phonon/photon to a neighboring 
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configuration with one less (absorption) or one more (emission) phonon/photon. A diagram of 

the phase-breaking process is shown in Fig. 2.2. The result of this coupling is an additional 

inflow and outflow of electrons from the channel to the neighboring configuration. This inflow 

and outflow of electron can be included into the non-coherent transport model through an 

additional contact ‘s’ which is described by the additional terms Σ𝑠𝑖𝑛and Σ𝑠 [54]. This contact ‘s’ 

acts as a subspace with electrons flowing in and out and interacting with surrounding photons. A 

diagram of the non-coherent transport with contact ‘s’ is shown in Fig. 2.3.  

µ1

Source Drain

I I

V

E, {Nω}

E+hω, {Nω−1} E-hω, {Nω+1}

µ2

 
Fig. 2.2 Electron transport model with phase-breaking procedure. 
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µ1

Source Drain

I I

V

µ2

Trace[ΣinA] Trace[ΣinA]1 2

Trace[Γ1Gn] Trace[Γ2Gn]

s

Trace[ΣinA]sTrace[ΓsGn]

 
Fig. 2.3 Non-coherent transport with an additional contact ‘s’.  

 
Since there is no Fermi function 𝑓𝑠  describing the scattering terminal, there is no simple 

connection between 𝛴𝑠𝑖𝑛and 𝛴𝑠𝑖(or 𝛤𝑠). In this section, a microscopic model for 𝛴𝑠𝑖𝑛 and 𝛴𝑠  that 

can be used to benchmark any phenomenological models is described. 

The first step of finding the model for inflow and outflow associated with dissipative 

processes is to consider the absorption and emission processes as shown in Fig. 2.4. 

ε

εb

εa

ε

εb

εa

ε

εb

εa

Nω-1 Nω Nω+1

Absorption

Emission
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Fig. 2.4 A model for inflow and outflow associated with the absorption and emission processes. 
 

The absorption rate constant is proportional to (𝑁𝜔 ) and the emission rate constant is 

proportional to (𝑁𝜔 + 1). When the temperature is assumed to be very low in comparison to ℏ𝜔, 

only the emission rate constant (𝐾𝑒𝑚) needs to be considered and the inflow and outflow can be 

written as:  

 Inflow = 𝐾𝑒𝑚(1 − 𝑁)𝑁𝑏  

Outflow = 𝐾𝑒𝑚𝑁(1 − 𝑁𝑎) 

 

(2.17) 

 

where N, 𝑁𝑎and 𝑁𝑏 are the number of electrons in each level.  

In order to establish a connection between the inflow and outflow with ∑  𝑖𝑛
𝑠 and 𝛤𝑠 , the 

equations for the inflow and outflow can be generalized to: 

 Inflow = Trace�𝛴𝑠𝑖𝑛𝐴�  

 Outflow = Trace[𝛤𝑠𝐺𝑛] 

 

(2.18) 

 

The ∑  𝑖𝑛
𝑠 term of inflow for continuous distribution of states can be written as:  

 
Σ𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑖, 𝑗;𝐸) = �

𝑑(ℏ𝜔)
2𝜋

�
𝐷𝑒𝑚(𝑖, 𝑟; 𝑗, 𝑠;ℏ𝜔)𝐺𝑛(𝑟, 𝑠;𝐸 + ℏ𝜔)

  +𝐷𝑎𝑏(𝑖, 𝑟; 𝑗, 𝑠;ℏ𝜔)𝐺𝑛(𝑟, 𝑠;𝐸 − ℏ𝜔)�
∞

0

 

 

(2.19) 

 

where 𝐷𝑒𝑚  and 𝐷𝑎𝑏  are the emission and absorption functions, respectively. Although they are 

fourth-rank tensors, they can be simplified by being treated as scalar quantities. The simplified 

emission and absorption functions are given as:  

 𝐷𝑒𝑚(ℏ𝜔) ≡ (𝑁𝜔 + 1)𝐷0(ℏ𝜔) 

 

(2.20) 
 

 𝐷𝑎𝑏(ℏ𝜔) ≡ 𝑁𝜔𝐷0(ℏ𝜔) 

 

(2.21) 
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With simplified expressions for 𝐷𝑒𝑚  and 𝐷𝑎𝑏, ∑  𝑖𝑛
𝑠 can be re-written as:  

 
Σ𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝐸) = �

𝑑(ℏ𝜔)
2𝜋

𝐷0(ℏ𝜔)�(𝑁𝜔 + 1)𝐺𝑛(𝐸 + ℏ𝜔) + 𝑁𝜔𝐺𝑛(𝐸 − ℏ𝜔)�
∞

0

 

 

(2.22) 

 

For outflow for continuous distribution of states, the outflow term can be expressed: 

 
Γ𝑠(𝐸) = �

𝑑(ℏ𝜔)
2𝜋

𝐷0(ℏ𝜔)�
(𝑁𝜔 + 1)[𝐺𝑝(𝐸 − ℏ𝜔) + 𝐺𝑛(𝐸 + ℏ𝜔)]
     +𝑁𝜔[𝐺𝑛(𝐸 − ℏ𝜔) + 𝐺𝑝(𝐸 + ℏ𝜔)] � 

 

(2.23) 

 

where 𝐺𝑝 is the density of empty states or holes, and it is defined as 

𝐺𝑝 ≡ 𝐴 − 𝐺𝑛 

The self-energy function 𝛴𝑠 can be written as: 

Re(Σ𝑠 + 𝑖 Γ𝑠 2⁄ ) 

where the real part of 𝛴𝑠 can be obtained by taking the Hilbert transform of 𝛤𝑠. 

With the expressions for 𝛴𝑠𝑖𝑛and 𝛴𝑠 are found. The current for inelastic scattering can be 

determined by simply apply Σ in the Green’s function formalism. Non-coherent transport is very 

demanding in computation, and thus no very practical for many applications. If heat dissipation 

during electron transport is not taken into consideration, then the mathematical model requires 

less computation.  Next, coherent transport with only phase-breaking process will be discussed.  

 

2.4 Coherent Transport with Phase-breaking Process 

From the Laudauer formula, the relationship between conductance and transmission 

probability can be expressed as follows [55]:  

 𝐺 = (2𝑞2 ℎ⁄ )𝑇� = (2𝑞2 ℎ⁄ )𝑀𝑇 

 

 

(2.24) 
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When electrons are considered as classical particles, the transmission probability is inversely 

proportional to the length of the conductor, e.g. T ~ 1/L.  If there are two sections of conductors 

with transmission probability of T1 and T2, then an electron has a probability of T1T2 of getting 

through in the first attempt. However, if the electron does not pass through the second conductor 

in the first attempt, it still has a chance of being bounced back from the first conductor and get 

through the second conductor in the second attempt. The probability of the electron getting 

through in the second attempt is T1T2R1R2, where R1 = 1 – T1 and R2 = 1 – T2. The total 

probability of the electron getting through both conductors can be obtained by adding each 

individual probability: 

𝑇 =  𝑇1𝑇2�(𝑅1𝑅2) + (𝑅1𝑅2)2 + (𝑅1𝑅2)3 + ⋯� =
𝑇1𝑇2

1 − 𝑅1𝑅2
=

𝑇1𝑇2
𝑇1 + 𝑇2 − 𝑇1𝑇2

 

So that 

1
𝑇

=
1
𝑇1

+
1
𝑇2
− 1 

To find the transmission probability for a conductor with arbitrary length L, T1 and T2 can be 

rewritten as T(L1) and T(L2) respectively. The above equation can be expressed as: 

 1
𝑇(𝐿1+𝐿2)

=
1

𝑇(𝐿1)
+

1
𝑇(𝐿2)

− 1 

 

(2.25) 

 

A more general expression for the transmission probability of a section with length L can be 

determined by finding a function that satisfies the above equation 

 𝑇(𝐿) =
𝛬

𝐿 + 𝛬
 

 

(2.26) 
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where is Λ a constant of the order of a mean free path. It is easy to proof that the above equation 

satisfies equation (2.25): 

𝐿1 + 𝐿2 + 𝛬
𝛬

=
𝐿1 + 𝛬
𝛬

+
𝐿2 + 𝛬
𝛬

− 1 =
𝐿1 + 𝐿2 + 2𝛬

𝛬
−
𝛬
𝛬

=
𝐿1 + 𝐿2 + 𝛬

𝛬
 

Combining equation (2.24) with equation (2.26), the conductance equation is given as : 

 1
𝐺

=
ℎ

2𝑞2𝑀
+

ℎ
2𝑞2𝑀

𝐿
𝛬

 

 

(2.27) 

 

According to (2.26) the semi-classical transmission will be less than one if a wire reaches a 

length long enough: 

The quantum transmission for a wire with its length longer than the localization length (MΛ) 

will be greatly affected by the quantum interference. As a result, the wire will enter a regime 

where the Ohm’s law is no longer true. However, this is regime only exists when phase-coherent 

transport for a conductor is considered, because there is not phase-breaking process to dilute the 

quantum interference. A wire will show large interference effect only if the localization length 

MΛ is shorter than the phase-breaking length. Under room temperature, it is almost impossible 

for the localization length to be shorter than the phase-breaking length. Therefore, the 

interference effect is cancelled out by the phase-breaking scattering. Next, the equations and 

mathematical model of phase-breaking coherent transport will be discussed in detail. 

In our earlier models, coherent transport does not take phase-breaking and heat dissipation 

into consideration. On the other hand, non-coherent transport takes both phase-breaking and heat 

dissipation into consideration, making the calculation very complicated. If it is assumed that the 

phase-breaking scatters does not carry any energy away, then (2.22) and (2.23) from non-

coherent transport model can be simplified down to: 
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 Σ𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝐸) = 𝐷0[𝐺𝑛(𝐸)] and Σ𝑠(𝐸) = 𝐷0[𝐺(𝐸)] 

 

(2.28) 

 

  For the scattering terminal, there is no simple connection between 𝛴𝑠𝑖𝑛  and 𝛤𝑠 , unlike the 

contacts where 𝛴𝑖𝑖𝑛 = 𝛤𝑖𝑓𝑖. A different method from equation (2.15) is required to evaluate the 

transmission function. The transmission function for coherent transport with phase-breaking 

process is given as 

 
𝑇�𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝐸) =

𝐼𝑖(𝐸)
𝑓1(𝐸) − 𝑓2(𝐸) =

Trace�Σ𝑖𝑖𝑛𝐴� − Trace[Γ𝑖𝐺𝑛]
𝑓1 − 𝑓2

 

 

(2.29) 

 

2.5 Examples 

Examples of coherent transport, coherent transport with phase-breaking process and non-

coherent transport are given next. 

2.5.1 Example of Coherent Transport 

The Green’s function method is a powerful tool that can be used to evaluate the transmission 

if the Hamiltonian matrix [𝐻] and self-energy matrices 𝛴1 and 𝛴2 are given. To show the Green’s 

function formulism, a simple analytical example with a 1 x 1 Hamiltonian is given first. A two-

contact device with a 1 x 1 Hamiltonian is shown in Fig. 2.5. 

a

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +30n=

-t0 -t0 -t0 -t0

Ec+2t0 Ec+2t0
+(U0/a)

Ec+2t0

Contact 1 Contact 2Channel

t0=h2/2mca2

 
Fig. 2.5 A electron transport model with a 1 x 1 Hamiltonian. 

 
The Hamiltonian is given by: 
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[𝐻] = 𝐸𝑐 + 2𝑡0 + (𝑈0/𝑎) 

The effects of the two contacts are represented by two 1 x 1 self-energy matrices: 

[Σ1(𝐸)] = −𝑡0exp(𝑖𝑘𝑎) and [Σ2(𝐸)] = −𝑡0exp(𝑖𝑘𝑎) 

Next, the broadening matrix is given by: 

�Γ1,2(𝐸)� = i�Σ1,2 − Σ1,2
+ � = 2𝑡0sin𝑘𝑎 = ℏ𝑣 𝑎⁄  

Since all the matrices are 1 x 1 in size, the Green’s function could be easily written down as: 

G = [𝐸𝐼 − 𝐻 − Σ1 − Σ2]−1 = [𝐸 − 𝐸𝑐 − 2𝑡0 + 2𝑡0exp(𝑖𝑘𝑎) − (𝑈0 𝑎⁄ )]−1 

Using the dispersion relation where 

E = 𝐸𝑐 + 2𝑡0(1 − cos𝑘𝑎) → ℏ𝑣(𝐸) = 2𝑎𝑡0sin𝑘𝑎 

The Green’s function can be further simplified to: 

G = [𝑖2𝑡0sin𝑘𝑎 − (𝑈0 𝑎⁄ )]−1 = 𝑎/(𝑖ℏ𝑣 − 𝑈0) 

Following (2.15), the transmission is given by: 

𝑇�(𝐸) = 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒[Γ1𝐺Γ2𝐺+] =
ℏ2𝑣(𝐸)2

ℏ2𝑣(𝐸)2 + 𝑈02
 

Next, a numerical example of a device with [50 x 50] Hamiltonian is given. A diagram of the 

discrete lattice is shown in Fig. 2.6. The discrete lattice is divided into 50 equal intervals. The 

contact regions are 15 unit lengths long, and the channel region is 20 unit lengths long. If there is 

not any potential barrier, then the transmission will be 1 for all energy level. If there is a potential 

barrier in the channel region, the transmission varies with the energy level. When an external 

voltage is applied across the device, the I-V characteristics of the device can be obtained.  
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1 16 19 32 35 50

[Σ2][H][Σ1]

z / a
 

Fig. 2.6 A resonant tunneling device.  
 

The numerical example has an externally applied bias of 0.5 eV . Therefore, the two 

electrochemical potentials are separated by q𝑉𝐷. The channel region has two potential barriers 

which are shown in Fig. 2.7 (a). And the voltage drops linearly across the device region as shown 

in Fig. 2.7 (b).  

 
Fig. 2.7 (a) Resonant potential barriers in channel. (b) Applied potential profile across the device 
region. 
 

The applied potential file is described by U1. The barrier potential profile is described by Un. 

Since the device is a one dimensional lattice with 50 discrete intervals, both U1 and Un are [50 × 

1] matrix. With Un known, the Hamiltonian matrix can be found by following (2.7).  

The next step is to find the Fermi function 𝑓1(𝐸) and 𝑓2(𝐸) at the source and the drain contact, 

respectively. They can be found by following (2.2) and (2.3).  The self-energy matrices of the 

two contacts are calculated following (2.8) and (2.9), and they are given by:   
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Σ1=

1 2 … 50
1 𝑡0𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑘1𝑎) 0 0
2 0 0 0
… … … …
50 0 0 0

 

 

(2.30) 

 

and 

 

Σ2=

1 2 … 50
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
… … …
50 0 0 𝑡0𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑘2𝑎)

 

 

(2.31) 

 

where their respective k-values can be found using (2.10). Finally, the Green’s function is given 

by: 

 G = [𝐸𝐼 − 𝐻 − 𝑈1 − Σ1 − Σ2]−1 

 

 

(2.32) 
 

In comparison to (2.14), the Green’s function shown above includes an additional term which 

is the applied potential file, U1. Now, the transmission function of the device can be found 

following (2.15). The range of the energy grid for this numerical example is between -0.2 and 0.8 

eV. The current through the device can be found by taking the integral over the distribution of 

states, which is defined by the energy grid: 

 
I = (𝑞 ℎ⁄ ) � 𝑑𝐸𝑇�(𝐸)

0.8

−0.2

[𝑓1(𝐸) − 𝑓2(𝐸)] 

 

(2.33) 

 

The combined potential profile, (U1 + Un) of the device and the I-V characteristic curve of the 

device are plot in Fig. 2.8 (a) and Fig. 2.8 (b), respectively.  
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Fig. 2.8 (a) A combined potential profile of the device. (b) An I-V characteristic curve of the 
device. 
 

2.5.2 Example of Coherent Transport with Phase-breaking Process 

The first step of this example is to define the potential function and Hamiltonian matrix of the 

device. An energy diagram for a short device with two scatters is shown in Fig. 2.9.  

 
Fig. 2.9 A short device with two scatters. 

 
The next step is to establish the Hamiltonian matrix of the device. The Hamiltonian of the 

device without scattering is: 
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H=

1 2 … 𝑁 − 1 𝑁
1 2𝑡0 + 𝑈1 −𝑡0 0 0
2 −𝑡0 2𝑡0 + 𝑈2 0 0
… … … …

𝑁 − 1 0 0 2𝑡0 + 𝑈𝑁−1 −𝑡0
𝑁 0 0 −𝑡0 2𝑡0 + 𝑈𝑁

 

The potential function of the device is given as: 

 

The complete Hamiltonian matrix of the device is the sum of the two functions above. 

The self-energy matrices of the two contacts are calculated following (2.8) and (2.9), and they 

are given by:   

Σ1=

1 2 … 40
1 𝑡0𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑘1𝑎) 0 0
2 0 0 0
… … … …
40 0 0 0

 

and 

Σ2=

1 2 … 40
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
… … …
40 0 0 𝑡0𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑘2𝑎)

 

where their respective k-values can be found using (2.10). Since this example involves phase-

breaking processing, the Green’s function has an additional self-energy term Σs which is not 

present in the coherent transport model: 

G = [𝐸𝐼 − 𝐻 − Σ1 − Σ2]−1 
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Recall from equation (2.32), the self-energy of contact ‘s’ is also dependent of the Green’s 

function. Therefore, both Green’s function and the self-energy are dependent of each other. In 

order to solve for the Green’s function, an iterative approach has be employed. First, an initial 

guess of Green’s function is calculated without the Σs term. Next, the self-energy Σs is calculated 

using equation (2.32), and then another Green’s function is calculated using the initial guess 

value of Σs. Finally, a new Green’s function is calculated using the algorithm as follows: 

 𝐺𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝛼𝐺𝑜𝑙𝑑 + (1 − 𝛼)𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 

 

 

(2.34) 
 

where α is the weighing constant. In this example, α is chosen to be 0.5. The iteration ends when 

Gnew equals to Gcalc. Next, the inscattering function 𝛴𝑠𝑖𝑛 can be determined using equation (2.32), 

and the spectral function A is given by 

𝐴 = 𝑖(𝐺 − 𝐺′) 

  Finally, the correlation function Gn is given by 

𝐺𝑛 = 𝐺( Σ1in+Σ2in + Σsin)𝐺′ 

With all its parameter known, the transmission function can be calculated using equation 

(2.33). A graph with different types of coherent transport is plotted in Fig. 2.10.  
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Fig. 2.10 A transmission vs. energy graph for one-dimensional wire. 

 
It is shown that without any scattering, the electrons are able to travel from one contact to 

another without any losses, and the transmission probability is 1. If only coherent transport is 

considered, then the quantum interference effect contributes significantly to the transmission 

probability.  On the other hand, if only phase-breaking is considered in the electron transport, 

then there is not any quantum interference, and the energy vs. transmission curve is smooth. 

When both coherent transport and phase-breaking process are taken into consideration, the 

quantum interference effect is visible, but plays a less of a role in the electron transport.  

 

2.5.3 Example of Non-coherent Transport 

The same applied potential profile and the Hamiltonian matrix from the last example is 

applied for this non-coherent transport example. Therefore, the initial setup for the non-coherent 

transport is similar to the last example. The major difference between this non-coherent transport 

and phase-breaking process is that the full equation for 𝛴𝑠𝑖𝑛  and 𝛤𝑠  is used. Also, iterative 

calculation is required to solve for 𝛴𝑠𝑖𝑛 and the Green’s function G. The normalized current per 

unit energy for phase-breaking elastic scattering is shown in Fig. 2.11. Since there is not any heat 
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dissipation during the electron transport, it can be seen that the source current and the drain 

current have equal magnitude travelling in the opposite directions.  

 
Fig. 2.11 A energy vs normalized current  graph for elastic scattering. 

 
In Fig. 2.12, an inelastic scattering by phonons with energy ω = 20 meV. The drain current 

flows at a lower energy than the source current due to the energy relaxation inside the device. 

 
Fig. 2.12 A energy vs normalized current graph for inelastic scattering. 

2.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, different models of electron transport are studied. First, the quantum 

mechanical model for coherent transport is presented. The molecular device is represented by a 
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device sandwiched between two contacts. Each contact is described by their respective self-

energy matrix, and the entire device region is represented by a Hamiltonian matrix. Green’s 

function is employed to find the transmission function of the device. Coherent transport is the 

easiest electron transport model, because it does not take phase-breaking process and heat 

dissipation into consideration. Next, the quantum mechanical model for non-coherent transport is 

introduced. Non-coherent transport includes an additional contact‘s’, which is described by the 

terms Σs and Γs. Finally, coherent-transport with phase-breaking process is discussed, and it is a 

simplified case of non-coherent transport. This model assumes that the phase-breaking scattering 

do not carry any energy away. As a result, the equations can be simplified, and the computation 

becomes less demanding. Numerical examples for different electron transport models are given. 
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Chapter 3                                                                                        

Application of Model  

3.1 Introduction 

Quantum tunneling refers to the quantum mechanical phenomenon where a particle passes 

through a barrier that it would not be able to pass through in classical physics. Usually, the 

contact region where the molecular device is coupled to the electrode acts as a barrier, and this 

barrier is determined by how the molecule is bonded to the electrodes. In the last chapter, three 

different models of electron transport were presented; coherent transport, non-coherent transport 

and coherent transport with phase-breaking process. In this chapter, the transmission probability 

of an electron through different types of barrier is studied. Since the quantum mechanical model 

of coherent electron transport is the least complicated, it can be easily applied to molecular 

devices with different Hamiltonians. Here the quantum mechanical model for coherent electron 

transport is applied to molecular-scale devices with different potential barrier. First, a single 

triangular barrier model is employed to observe its effect on electron transmission. Next, the 

dimension of rectangular resonant barrier is varied, and the purpose is to observe how this will 

affect the transmission of electron transport. Next, a triangular resonant barrier is used, and the 

effect of dimension variation on triangular resonant barrier is compared to that of rectangular 

resonant barrier. Finally, a two-site model device which resembles a molecule between two 

contacts is used to study the electron transport [56].  

 
3.2 Single Triangular Barrier 

A triangular barrier is often seen in field emission – also called Fowler-Nordheim tunneling.  

Field emission is the process where electrons tunnel through a potential barrier under the 
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influence of a strong electric field. The electric field can pull the barrier down, and thus forming 

a triangular barrier. This type of tunneling is an important mechanism for thin barriers as those in 

p-n junctions and highly-doped semiconductors. The triangular barrier model can also be applied 

to molecular device.  

A diagram of the triangular potential barrier is shown in Fig. 3.1. The width of a triangular 

barrier decreases as energy increases. The quantum mechanical model of coherent transport is 

applied to the triangular barrier. The Hamilton matrix and self-energy matrices of the device can 

be obtained by following Section 2.2. The transmission function is calculated using the Green’s 

function and plotted in Fig. 3.2. For a single barrier, the transmission increases from zero, and 

approaches to one slowly. The transmission rate of a triangular barrier is higher than that of a 

rectangular barrier at the same energy level. This is true because less energy is required for 

electrons to travel through a triangular barrier than a rectangular barrier. I-V characteristic curve 

for the single triangular barrier model is depicted in Fig. 3.3. The curve shows that the current 

increases linearly as the external applied bias increases.  
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Fig. 3.1 Potential profile of a single right-angle triangular barrier. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3.2 Transmission vs. energy graph for a single triangular barrier. 
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Fig. 3.3 I-V curve of a single triangular barrier model. 

 

3.3 Resonant Rectangular Barrier 

The study of resonant tunneling became a popular topic after Tsu and Esaki observed the I–V 

characteristics of a finite superlattice obtained by numerical calculation [57]. Although the effect 

of resonant tunneling is mostly studied in semiconductors, it can be also be applied to molecular 

devices. For example, if the contact regions between the molecule and the electrodes are 

considered as barriers, then resonant tunneling can be applied to the molecular device. 

A rectangular resonant barrier is shown in Fig. 3.4. The barrier’s width and height are 

represented by H and W, respectively. The distance between two barriers is represented by D.  
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H

 
Fig. 3.4 A typical rectangular resonant barrier. 

 
First, the analytical solution for the resonant rectangular barrier is given [58]. This analytical 

solution will be compared with the numerical solution that is presented in Chapter 2. The 

analytical solution for the transmission is given as: 

 𝑇(𝑘) =
1

|𝑣2 + exp (𝑖2𝑘𝐿)𝑤2|2 

 

(3.1) 

 

where  

𝑣 = cosh(γ𝑊) −
𝑖
2 �

𝑘𝑚𝑏

𝛾𝑚𝑤
−
𝛾𝑚𝑤

𝑘𝑚𝑏
� sinh (𝛾𝑊) 

𝑤 =
𝑖
2 �

𝑘𝑚𝑏

𝛾𝑚𝑤
+
𝛾𝑚𝑤

𝑘𝑚𝑏
� sinh (𝛾𝑊) 

𝛾 =
�2𝑚𝑏(𝐻 − 𝐸)

ℏ
 

𝑘 =
�2𝑚𝑤𝐸

ℏ
 

The variables mb and mw are the effective mass of electron in the barrier and well region, 

respectively. The transmission curves for a resonant rectangular barrier are plotted using both the 

analytical solution and numerical solution as shown in Fig. 3.5. The resonant barrier width is 1.5 

nm, its height is 0.5 eV, and the distance between the two barriers is 3 nm.  It can be seen that 
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there is great similarity between the two curves. Both curves have three resonant peaks, and each 

of the resonant peaks occurs at a similar energy level. Therefore, it is safe to conclude that the 

numerical solution can provide a reasonably accurate description of the resonant tunneling effect 

(differences are likely caused by choice of effective masses). Next, the effect of changing the 

dimension of the barrier on electron transmission probability is going to be studied. 

 

 
Fig. 3.5 Comparison between analytical and numerical solution 

 
Fig. 3.6 shows three resonant barriers with different width while the spacing and the height 

remain constant. The spacing and the height of the resonant barriers are 3.0 nm and 0.5 eV, 

respectively. The width of the barriers changes from 1.5 nm to 3.9 nm. The transmission 

probabilities corresponding to different width is plotted in Fig. 3.7. As the width of the barrier 

increases, more energy is required for electrons to tunnel through the barriers; therefore, the first 

resonant peak becomes lower and the resonant peaks shift to higher energies. Also, as the width 
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of the barriers is increased, the distances between the resonant peaks are grouped more closely 

together.  

 
Fig. 3.4 Three resonant barriers with different width while the spacing and the height remain 
constant. 

 
Fig. 3.5 Transmission probabilities corresponding to different barrier widths.  
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occurs at a higher energy. This is due to the fact that more energy is required for the electron to 

pass through a barrier with higher barrier.  

 
Fig. 3.6 Three resonant barriers with different height while spacing and width remain constant. 
 

 
Fig. 3.7 Transmission probabilities for different barrier heights. 
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 From the results, it is clear that changing the dimension has a significant effect on the 

transmission probability of the device. To summarize the observations: 

1) the first resonant peaks is lower when the width becomes wider, 

2) the resonant peaks are grouped more closely together when the width becomes wider, 

3) and the resonant energy shifts to a higher energy when the height or the width is 

increased,  

 
3.4 Resonant Triangular Barrier 

In the last section, the transmission probability of an electron tunneling across a resonant 

rectangular barrier has been studied. The same principle of coherent transport can be applied to a 

triangular barrier. Unlike the rectangular resonant barrier, only the distance between the two 

triangular barriers will be varied. The influence of variation in the resonant barrier’s spacing on 

the transmission function is going to be studied. 

A resonant triangular barrier with all parameters is shown in Fig. 3.10. Similar to the 

rectangular resonant barrier, the triangular resonant barrier can be described by the three 

parameters. The H, W and D are the height, width and the distance between the two barriers, 

respectively.  
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Fig. 3.8 A typical triangular resonant barrier. 

 
As shown in Fig. 3.11, the distance between the two triangular barriers is varied between 0.6 

nm to 6.6 nm while the height and the width remain constant at 5 eV and 2.1 nm, respectively.  

The results for the three different spacing are shown in Fig. 3.12. From the figure, it can be 

seen that as the spacing between the barriers becomes smaller, the resonant energy becomes 

wider and the resonant peaks are spaced further apart.  

 
Fig. 3.9 Three resonant barriers with different width while the height and the spacing remain 
constant. 
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Fig. 3.10 Transmission probabilities for different barrier spacings. 

3.5 Two-site Model Device  

In this section, a two-site model is studied. In molecular device, scattering is a process where 

a moving electron travels through a molecule, and each site represents a scatter. For a two-site 

molecule, the first site is where the electron enters the molecule from the source, and the second 

site is where the electron leaves the molecule and travels to the drain. For more complex 

molecular device with many molecules, a model with many sites may be utilized. A diagram of 

the two-site model is shown in Fig. 3.13, and its potential profile is shown in Fig. 3.14. Again, 

the quantum mechanical model of coherent transport is applied to the two-site model, and the 

transmission vs. energy graph is shown in Fig. 3.15.  

 
Fig. 3.11 A two-site model. 
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Fig. 3.12 Potential profile for a two-site model. 

 
A model with different zero energy width (spacing) between the two sites is shown in Fig. 

3.14. The zero energy width between the two sites is varied between 0 nm to 2 nm. Fig. 3.15 

shows how the transmissions of the two-site model change if the zero energy width between the 

two sites is varied. When there is no spacing between the two sites, the transmission approaches 

one without any resonance. Consequently, the transmission curve resembles that of a single 

barrier. When the spacing between the two sites is at 1 nm, the first resonant peak can be seen at 

energy equals to 0.2 eV. Next, the spacing between the two sites is brought further apart at 2 nm, 

and resonant peaks can be seen in the transmission graph. Finally, the I-V characteristic curve of 

the two-site model is shown in Fig. 3.16. The graph shows that greater spacing between the two 

sites translates to more resonances in the I-V curve. 
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Fig. 3.13 Transmission plot for a two-site model 

 

 
Fig. 3.14 I-V curve for a two-site model 
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3.6 Conclusion 

In this Chapter, the quantum mechanical model for coherent transport is applied to different 

systems. In the first application, Fowler-Nordheim tunneling is demonstrated for a triangular 

potential barrier. The transmission graph is plotted and compared with a rectangular barrier. The 

transmission graph shows that less energy is required for the electron to tunnel through a 

triangular barrier. Next, the coherent model is applied to both rectangular and triangular resonant 

(double) barriers. The purpose is to observe the transmission of the device while the dimensions 

of the barriers are varied. The results show that variation in the height and the width of the 

barriers has an effect on the transmission graph. On the other hand, the distance between the 

resonant triangular barriers is varied, and a transmission graph is plotted. Finally, the coherent 

transport model is applied to a two-site model where the two sites are placed at different distance. 

A transmission graph and an I-V curve for the two-site model are generated. These graphs show 

that wider distance between the two sites corresponds to the appearance of resonance peaks. 
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Chapter 4                                                                                  

Conclusion 

4.1 Future Work 

In this report, most attention is put into the application of a quantum mechanical model for 

coherent transport in molecular-scale systems. Although the quantum mechanical model of non-

coherent transport has been discussed and presented in Chapter 2, it is not studied extensively, 

and no explicit application was given. In the future, the quantum mechanical model of non-

coherent transport should be applied to different molecular systems devices and studied.   

The molecular device presented in this report is modeled as a molecule sandwiched between 

two electrode leads. The electron transport through the device is confined to a single electronic 

potential surface, and the molecular region must remain unaltered (i.e. in the neutral form or in a 

specific state). However, this is not true if the coupling between the molecule and the electrode is 

very weak, because charging effects such as Coulomb blockade may occur [59]. A different 

model system that describes the transient charged molecular states should be considered – As 

shown in Fig. 4.1, a model system in which a single molecule (M) is connected to two clusters 

(CL and CR) of gold atoms [60]. These clusters of gold atoms will mimic the terminal ends of 

semi-infinite electrode leads. This gold cluster –molecule – gold cluster region forms the 

“extended molecule” (EM) whose electronic structure will be calculated at the ab initio level at 

each chosen value of the external potential bias. Finally, the EM will be coupled to two 

electrodes at its left hand side and right hand side (LE and RE, respectively). This system model 

allows the overall current traversing the molecule to be determined for the entire range of applied 

potential. 
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Fig. 4.1 A molecular model system with an extended molecule 

 
 When external bias is applied across a molecular device, the molecule will experience 

intramolecular conformation change. The internal configuration of the molecule is modified; 

therefore, the transmission probability across the electron is also drastically changed. In the 

future work, changes in molecular configuration due to applied bias should be taken into 

consideration as part of the mathematical model. 

The Hamiltonian matrix in this report is obtained by finding a numerical solution to the 

Schrodinger equation. The Schrodinger differential equation is turned into a difference equation 

using method of finite difference. There are other ways of modeling the molecule and its 

interaction with external electrodes as discussed in Chapter 1. The empirical tight binding is the 

simplest quantitative quantum mechanical model [61]. This model is very useful for a system 

with only one type of atom, and it can be used with linear scaling algorithms. However, 

empirical tight binding has its limitations if the system includes more than one type of atom. 

Also, fitting the parameters to a large scale model takes a lot of time and computations. A 

different approach to overcome the limitations of empirical tight binding is the ab-initio tight 

binding method. It derives a tight-binding model from first principles. There are several notable 

practical implementations of the ab initio tight binding. They are atomic-like orbital-based tight 
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binding, Muffin-tin orbital-based tight binding and the Harris–Foulkes functional [62]. These 

different methods can be further explored and compared in the future work.   

The Green’s function has been extensively studied and applied. The other method of 

calculating the rate of electron transfer process is the electron transfer matrix method. The 

calculation of electron transfer matrix from charged, neutral, and excited initial states should be 

further investigated [63]. 

The molecular modeling discussed in this report is based on two electrode contacts. However, 

for three terminal devices such as transistor, the two electrode contact model is not sufficient.  

Fig. 4.2 shows the general model for a molecular transistor [64]. The “device” can be a single 

molecule or a group of molecules. It is connected to two contacts, and the strength of the 

coupling is described by: 

 
γ1,2 =

ℏ
τ1,2

 

 

(4.1) 

 

 
Fig. 4.2 A three terminal model for molecular transistor 

 
The parameter γ represented the broadening effect due to the coupling between the device and 

the contact, and τ is the time it takes for an electron to travel from the device to the contact. The 

two contacts are represented by their respective Fermi levels, EF1 and EF2.The device itself is 
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described by a density of states, D(E – USCF) and a self-consistent potential, USCF. A third 

terminal, the gate electrode, placed on top of the device. The two contacts still seek to fill the 

states in the device according to their Fermi level. However, the self-consistent potential within 

the device is mostly controlled by the gate voltage. For a molecular transistor, two things need to 

be considered – electrostatics and electron transport. Electrostatics determines how the gate 

voltage affects the self-consistent potential, while the electron transport determines how the 

levels are filled from the two contacts.  

Since only theoretical calculations and Matlab plots of electronic conduction in molecular-

scale systems have been given in this report, experimental results of electronic conduction can be 

measured as part of the future work. One possible experimental measurement setup had been 

shown in Fig. 1.6. Finally, the experimental data can be used to confirm the theoretical results, or 

to further improve the quantum mechanical model of electron transport.  

 
4.2 Summary 

In chapter 1, an overview of molecular devices was provided. First, the fabrication of single 

molecular device and self-assembled monolayers are discussed. Then, the technique of 

measuring electronic conduction in molecule through scanning tunneling microscope and atomic 

force microscope are presented. Also, different approaches of modeling and the theory of 

electronic transport in molecular-scale systems are given. The molecular device can be modeled 

using tight binding method, and electron transmission function can be obtained using transfer 

matrix or Green’s function. Finally, different types of molecular devices are described. 

In chapter 2, different models of electron transport are studied. First, the quantum mechanical 

model for coherent transport is presented. The molecular device is represented by a device 

sandwiched between two contacts. Each contact is described by their respective self-energy 
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matrix, and the device region is represented by a Hamiltonian matrix. Green’s functions are 

employed to find the transmission function of the device. Next, the quantum mechanical model 

for non-coherent transport is introduced. Non-coherent transport includes an additional contact 

‘s’, which is described by the terms Σs and Γs. Finally, coherent-transport with phase-breaking 

process is discussed, and it is a simplified case of non-coherent transport. This model assumes 

that the phase-breaking scattering does not carry any energy away. As a result, the equations can 

be simplified, and the computation becomes less demanding. 

Chapter 3 applies the coherent transport model to a single triangular barrier, a resonant 

(double) rectangular barrier, a resonant (double) triangular barrier and a two-site model, which 

can represent a simple molecule. The following observations are made based on the transmission 

graphs plotted: First, when compared with rectangular barrier, triangular barrier requires less 

energy for electrons to tunnel through the barrier. Second, variations in width and height of a 

resonant rectangular barrier have noticeable effect on the transmission graph. Third, the distance 

between the two triangular barriers is varied, and the transmission graph is plotted.  Finally, for a 

two-site model where its two scatters are placed at different distances, transmission graphs and I-

V characteristics are plotted.  As the two sites move further apart resonances begin to appear in 

the transmission, mimicking some molecular systems. 

Lastly, in Chapter 4 we outlined some opportunities for future work based on the Green’s 

function formalism studied in this work, including extending molecular systems and three-

terminal molecular transistors. 
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Appendix A                              

List of Symbols and Abbreviations                                                                                       

List of Symbols:  
 
A(E)  Spectral Function    
D(E) Density of States   
E Energy    
Ef Fermi Level     
G(E)  Green’s Function    
H  Hamiltonian Matrix    
I  Current     
µ  Electrochemical Potential 
T(E)  Transmission Function  
U  Self-consistent Potential    
V  Bias Voltage 
Γ  Broadening Matrix    
γ  Coupling Constant    
Σ  Self-energy Matrix    
χ  Electron Affinity    
Ψ(E)  Wave Function 
 
List of Abbreviations:  
 
AFM  Atomic force microscopy  
BC Boundary Condition  
EBJ  Electromigrated Break Junction 
EM Extended Molecule  
ET   Electron Transfer 
ETB  Empirical Tight-Binding  
GF  Green’s Function 
HF Hartree-Fock  
HOMO Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital  
IETS  Inelastic Electron Tunneling Spectroscopy   
LB Langmuir–Blodgett   
LUMO  Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital  
MCBJ Mechanically Controllable Break-Junction  
PL  Principal Layer  
SAM  Self-Assembled Monolayers  
STM  Scanning Tunneling Microscope 
TB  Tight Binding  
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Appendix B                                                                                     

Matlab Code for Coherent Transport 

%Fig. 2.7, Fig. 2.8, Fig. 3.1, Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.5, Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7, Fig. 
3.8, Fig. 3.10, Fig. 3.11, Fig. 3.13, Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15 
 
%Constants (all MKS, except energy which is in eV) 
hbar=1.06e-34;q=1.6e-19;m=.25*9.1e-31;IE=(q*q)/(2*pi*hbar); 
Ef=0.1;kT=.025; 
  
%inputs 
%NS is the length of source, NC is the length of channel, ND is the length 
%of drain, Np is the device total length 
a=2.5e-10;t0=(hbar^2)/(2*m*(a^2)*q); 
NS=2;NC=6;ND=2;Np=NS+NC+ND;  
  
%Hamiltonian matrix 
%UB is a barrier having a conduction band that is 0.4 eV than the rest. 
%T is the hamiltonian matrix of the device 
UB=[zeros(NS,1);0.4*ones(1,1);zeros(4,1);0.4*ones(1,1);zeros(ND,1)];%tunnelin
g barrier 
T=(2*t0*diag(ones(1,Np)))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-1),1))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-1),-
1)); 
T=T+diag(UB); 
 
%Hamiltonian matrix for single triangular barrier 
% NS=4;ND=NS;NW=8;Np=NS+NW+ND; 
% triangle = linspace(0.5,0,NW); 
% triangle = triangle'; 
% UB=[zeros(NS,1);triangle;zeros(ND,1)];%RT barrier 
% T=(2*t0*diag(ones(1,Np)))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-1),1))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-1),-
1)); 
% T=T+diag(UB); 
 
%Hamiltonian matrix for resonant rectangular barrier 
% NS=8;NC=44-NS*2;ND=NS;NW=7;Np=NS+NC+ND; 
% bh = 0.3; 
% UB=[zeros(NS,1);bh*ones(NW,1);zeros(NC-
NW*2,1);bh*ones(NW,1);zeros(ND,1)];%RT barrier 
% T=(2*t0*diag(ones(1,Np)))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-1),1))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-1),-
1)); 
% T=T+diag(UB); 
 
%Hamiltonian matrix for resonant triangular barrier 
% NS=2;NC=44-NS*2;ND=NS;NW=15;Np=NS+NC+ND; 
% triangle = linspace(0,0.5,(NW+1)/2); 
% triangler = fliplr(triangle); 
% triangle = triangle'; 
% triangler = triangler'; 
% triangler = triangler(2:(NW+1)/2); 
% triang = [triangle;triangler]; 
% UB=[zeros(NS,1);triang;zeros(NC-NW*2,1);triang;zeros(ND,1)]; 
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% T=(2*t0*diag(ones(1,Np)))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-1),1))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-1),-
1)); 
% T=T+diag(UB); 
 
%Hamiltonian matrix for two-site model 
% NW=9;NS=2+(9-NW)/2;NC=NW+2;ND=NS;Np=NS+NC+ND;  
%UB=[zeros(NS,1);0.4*ones(1,1);zeros(NW,1);0.4*ones(1,1);zeros(ND,1)];%tunnel
ing barrier 
% T=(2*t0*diag(ones(1,Np)))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-1),1))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-1),-
1)); 
% T=T+diag(UB); 
 
%Bias 
%V is the external voltage applied to the device  
%Ul is the applied potential that drops linearly across the device 
%Ef is the energy level that lies mid way between mu1 and mu2. 
V=0;mu1=Ef+(V/2);mu2=Ef-(V/2); 
U1=V*[.5*ones(1,NS) linspace(0.5,-0.5,NC) -.5*ones(1,ND)]; 
U1=U1'; 
  
%Energy grid for Green's function method 
%E is broadening energy level, NE is the number of energy levels 
NE=501;E=linspace(0,5,NE);zplus=i*1e-12;dE=E(2)-E(1); 
    f1=1./(1+exp((E-mu1)./kT)); 
        f2=1./(1+exp((E-mu2)./kT)); 
  
%Transmission 
%sig1, sig2 and sig3 are the self energy for the source, drain and the 
%Buttiker probe, respectively. 
%gam is the broadening matrix 
%G is the green function 
%TM is the tranmission function 
I=0;%Current 
for k=1:NE 
    sig1=zeros(Np);sig2=zeros(Np);sig3=zeros(Np); 
    ck=1-((E(k)+zplus-U1(1)-UB(1))/(2*t0));ka=acos(ck); 
    sig1(1,1)=-t0*exp(i*ka);gam1=i*(sig1-sig1'); 
        ck=1-((E(k)+zplus-U1(Np)-UB(Np))/(2*t0));ka=acos(ck); 
        sig2(Np,Np)=-t0*exp(i*ka);gam2=i*(sig2-sig2'); 
            G=inv(((E(k)+zplus)*eye(Np))-T-diag(U1)-sig1-sig2-sig3); 
                TM(k)=real(trace(gam1*G*gam2*G')); 
                    I=I+(dE*IE*TM(k)*(f1(k)-f2(k))); 
end 
  
  
XX=a*1e9*[1:1:Np]; 
XS=XX([1:NS-4]);XD=XX([NS+NC+5:Np]); 
  
hold on 
h=plot(TM,E,'b'); 
xlabel(' Transmission ---> ') 
ylabel(' Energy ( eV ) ---> ') 
grid on 
figure 
hold on 
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h=plot(XX,U1+UB,'b'); 
%h = plot(XX,U1+UB,'b-o'); plot datapoint as circle for 2-site model 
axis([0 2.7 -.2 .8]) 
set(h,'linewidth',[2.0]) 
set(gca,'Fontsize',[24]) 
xlabel(' z ( nm ) --->') 
ylabel(' Energy ( eV ) ---> ') 
figure 
hold on 
h=plot(VV,II,'b'); 
set(h,'linewidth',[2.0]) 
set(gca,'Fontsize',[24]) 
xlabel(' Voltage ( V ) ---> ') 
ylabel(' Current ( A ) ---> ') 
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Appendix C                                                                                    

Matlab Code for Non-Coherent Transport 

%Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12 
 
%Constants (all MKS, except energy which is in eV) 
hbar=1.06e-34;q=1.6e-19;m=.25*9.1e-31;Ef=0.15;kT=0.025; 
  
%inputs 
a=3e-10;t0=(hbar^2)/(2*m*(a^2)*q); 
  
%Hamiltonian matrix 
    Np=40;UB=0*[zeros(10,1);0.25*ones(Np-10,1)]; 
    T=(2*t0*diag(ones(1,Np)))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-1),1))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-
1),-1)); 
     
%Bias 
V=0.1;mu1=Ef+(V/2);mu2=Ef-(V/2); 
U1=V*[.5*ones(1,1) linspace(0.5,-0.5,Np-2) -.5*ones(1,1)]';%Applied potential 
profile 
    D=1e-1;%Scattering strength 
  
%Energy grid 
NE=101;E=linspace(-.05,.35,NE);zplus=i*1e-12;dE=E(2)-E(1); 
    f1=1./(1+exp((E-mu1)./kT)); 
        f2=1./(1+exp((E-mu2)./kT)); 
  
%Initial guess 
sigin=0*ones(Np,NE);sigout=0*ones(Np,NE); 
  
%Iterative solution of transport equation 
change=1;it=1;n=zeros(Np,NE);p=zeros(Np,NE); 
while change>1e-3 
for k=1:NE 
    sig1=zeros(Np);sig2=zeros(Np); 
        ck=1-((E(k)+zplus-U1(1)-UB(1))/(2*t0));ka=acos(ck); 
        sig1(1,1)=-t0*exp(i*ka);gam1=i*(sig1-sig1'); 
            ck=1-((E(k)+zplus-U1(Np)-UB(Np))/(2*t0));ka=acos(ck); 
            sig2(Np,Np)=-t0*exp(i*ka);gam2=i*(sig2-sig2'); 
        sigin1(:,k)=f1(k)*diag(gam1);sigin2(:,k)=f2(k)*diag(gam2); 
        sigout1(:,k)=(1-f1(k))*diag(gam1);sigout2(:,k)=(1-f2(k))*diag(gam2); 
        gamp=sigin(:,k)+sigout(:,k); 
             
    G=inv(((E(k)+zplus)*eye(Np))-T-diag(U1+UB)-sig1-sig2+(i*0.5*diag(gamp))); 
        A=diag(i*(G-G')); 
        n(:,k)=real(diag(G*((f1(k)*gam1)+(f2(k)*gam2)+diag(sigin(:,k)))*G')); 
        p(:,k)=A-n(:,k); 
end 
  
off=5;%less than NE-1, equal to 0 for elastic 
C=exp(-dE*off/kT); 
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ne=n(:,[off+1:NE]);ne=[ne zeros(Np,off)]; 
na=n(:,[1:NE-off]);na=[zeros(Np,off) na]; 
pa=p(:,[off+1:NE]);pa=[pa zeros(Np,off)]; 
pe=p(:,[1:NE-off]);pe=[zeros(Np,off) pe]; 
  
siginnew=(D*ne)+(C*D*na); 
sigoutnew=(D*pe)+(C*D*pa); 
change=sum(sum(abs(siginnew-sigin))); 
change=change+sum(sum(abs(sigoutnew-sigout))) 
sigin=((1-it)*sigin)+(it*siginnew); 
sigout=((1-it)*sigout)+(it*sigoutnew); 
end 
  
    I1=real((sigout1.*n)-(sigin1.*p));I1=sum(I1); 
    I2=real((sigout2.*n)-(sigin2.*p));I2=sum(I2); 
    I3=real((sigout.*n)-(sigin.*p));I3=sum(I3); 
  
I123=(dE/V)*[sum(I1) sum(I2) sum(I3)],%Normalized Conductance 
IE=(dE/(V*V))*[sum(E.*I1) sum(E.*I2) sum(E.*I3)],%Normalized Power 
kirchoff=[sum(I123) sum(IE)],%checking for conservation of current and energy 
current 
  
save inel0 
hold on 
h=plot(I1,E,'b'); 
h=plot(I2,E,'b--'); 
%h=plot(I3,E,'c'); 
set(h,'linewidth',[2.0]) 
set(gca,'Fontsize',[24]) 
xlabel(' Normalized current / energy ---> ') 
ylabel(' Energy ( eV ) ---> ') 
axis([-.2 .2 -.05 .35]) 
grid on; 
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Appendix D                                                                                    

Matlab Code for Coherent Transport with Phase-breaking Process 

%Fig. 2.10 
 
%Constants (all MKS, except energy which is in eV) 
hbar=1.06e-34;q=1.6e-19;m=1*9.1e-31;IE=(q*q)/(2*pi*hbar);kT=.025; 
  
%inputs 
a=3e-10;t0=(hbar^2)/(2*m*(a^2)*q);D=0.01*0; 
     
%Energy grid 
NE=401;E=linspace(.1,.3,NE);zplus=i*1e-12;dE=E(2)-E(1); 
  
%Bias 
V=0.01;f1=1/(1+exp((-V/2)/kT)); 
        f2=1/(1+exp((V/2)/kT)); 
  
%Hamiltonian 
    Np=40;UB=zeros(Np,1);UB(5)=0.5*1;UB(36)=0.5*1; 
    U1=V*linspace(0.5,-0.5,Np)';XX=a*linspace(0,Np-1,Np); 
    T=(2*t0*diag(ones(1,Np)))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-1),1))-(t0*diag(ones(1,Np-
1),-1)); 
  
%Iterative solution 
for k=1:NE 
    sig1=zeros(Np);sig2=zeros(Np); 
    ck=1-((E(k)+zplus-U1(1)-UB(1))/(2*t0));ka=acos(ck); 
    sig1(1,1)=-t0*exp(i*ka);gam1=i*(sig1-sig1'); 
        ck=1-((E(k)+zplus-U1(Np)-UB(Np))/(2*t0));ka=acos(ck); 
        sig2(Np,Np)=-t0*exp(i*ka);gam2=i*(sig2-sig2'); 
         
    %calculating the Green function, G self-consistently 
    G=inv(((E(k)+zplus)*eye(Np))-T-diag(U1+UB)-sig1-sig2);change=1; 
        while(change>1e-4) 
            sigp=diag(D*diag(G)); 
            S=inv(((E(k)+zplus)*eye(Np))-T-diag(U1+UB)-sig1-sig2-sigp); 
            change=sum(sum(abs(G-S)))/(sum(sum(abs(G)+abs(S)))); 
            G=(0.5*G)+(0.5*S); 
        end 
        G=S;A=i*(G-G'); 
        M=D*(G.*conj(G)); 
     
    %calculating the electron density,n(r;E)     
    gamp=i*(sigp-sigp');gamma=gam1+gam2+gamp; 
        sigin1=f1*gam1;sigin2=f2*gam2; 
        n=(inv(eye(Np)-M))*diag(G*(sigin1+sigin2)*G'); 
        siginp=D*diag(n); 
         
    %calculating the correlation function Gn         
        Gn=G*(sigin1+sigin2+siginp)*G'; 
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    %calculating the effective transmission  
        I1(k)=(1/(f2-f1))*real(trace(gam1*Gn)-trace(sigin1*A)); 
        I2(k)=(1/(f1-f2))*real(trace(gam2*Gn)-trace(sigin2*A)); 
end 
figure 
hold on 
  
h=plot(1e9*XX,U1+UB,'b'); 
h=plot(1e9*XX,U1+UB,'bo'); 
set(h,'linewidth',[2.0]) 
set(gca,'Fontsize',[24]) 
xlabel(' x ( nm ) ---> ') 
ylabel(' Potential ( eV ) ---> ') 
figure 
h=plot(I1,E,'b'); 
xlabel(' Transmission ---> ') 
ylabel(' Energy ( eV ) ---> ') 
grid on 
axis([0 1.1 .1 .3]) 
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